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SUMMARY
Tests~ere carriedout in the.wmiuble densitywind tunnel of the National Advisory (Xornmitiee
for Aeronautics on siz airfoil sections used by tfie Bureau of Aeronautic a.s propeller sections.
The tsections were tested at pressures of I and 20 atmospheres corresponding to Reynolds 1$’umbers
of about 170,000 and 3,/700,000. Tile TesuZts obtained, besides p~oviding data for the design of
propelTer8, should be of special interest because of the oppor&un&y aforded Jor the study of scale
efect on a family qf airfoil sections hating diyerent thickness ratios.
DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
A description of the tunnel and of the general methods of testing airfoils may be found in .
Reference 1. The usual 5 by 30-inchduralumin airfoils were used. The models have flat lower
surfaces and the maximum thickness at one-third of the chord from the leading edge. The
radius of the leading edge is one-tenth of the maximum ordinate. The maximum ordinates are:
0.04, 0.08, 0.10, 0.12,0.16, and O.ZO of the chord. The ordinates of all of the sections may be
obtained from those of the thickest sectio~ by reducing al-l of the ordinates in the same ratio
as the maximum orcbate. The ordinates of all of the upper surfaces are given in Table L
Tests were carried out on each airfoiI to determine the Iift, dreg, and moment coefficients
at different angles of attack. The tests were made afi pressures of approximately 1 and 20
atmospheres, giving Reynolds Numbers of about 170,000and 3,500,000.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 1 and 2 are the curves of lift coefficients p~otted against aqJe of attack for aJl see:
tions. Those in Figure 1 are from the 1 atmosphere tests and those in Figure 2, from the 20 atmos-
phere tests. These cur-res show the effect of chanag$ngthe thickness of a section at. a low Reynolds
NTumber and at a high Reynolds Number.
Figures 3 and +iare the cur~es of lift coefficients plotted againsk drag coefficients for all sec-
tions, from the 1 and 20 atmosphere tests, respectively. These curves she-iv that the prof3e
drag increases uniformly -with thickness, owr the range where it is fairly constant, for both the
smalI and the large ReynoRs NTumber tests. However, the range of com~ant profile drag is
greater at the large Reynolds Number. The ~xtremely low drag measured for the thinnest
airfoil ma-y be erroneous since it was set up differently.
In the same manner, curves of drag per unit lift (lI/L) are drawn in Figures 5 and 6. The
straight line representing the induced drag per unit lift for aspect ratio 6 is plott.ed on the same
sheets.
The next set of cum-es, Figures 7 to 12, show the complete characteristics and also the scale
effect on each section by means of” t-he drag (polar curves), and moment coefficient plotted
against lift coefficient. The solid curves represent the 20-atmosphere tests and the dotted
curves the l-atmosphere tests. The same data will be found in tabular form in the T&bles
numbered 111 to XIV.
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FIG. 3.—Polar curves from tests e.t 1 atmcrsph.sm
FIG. 4.—Polar curves from tests at 20 atmospheres
FIG. 2.—Lift curves from tests at 20atmospheres
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The remaining curves, Figures 13 to 18, represent the variation of !.ift coefficient, drag
7-
coefficient, and $ with angle of, attack. The results from both the high and low Reynolds
Number tests are pIoLted on the same sheet in order to show the scale effect on each section.
We may conclude from these curves
that Lhere is lit tie scale effecti on ‘either
slope of the Iift curve or angle of zero
lift except for the thickest section where
the slope of the lift curve is consider-
ably below nornd and the angle of
zero lift is effected by burbling, which
probabIy exists at all angles of attack.
The two thickest sections at one at-
mosphere show a discontinuity of flow
at maximum Iift and give a lower maxi-
mum Iift without the discontinuity at
20 atmospheres. The moderately thick
airfoils aII give a higher maximum lift
at the hLgher ReynoIds NTumber.
As regards scale effect on the drag,
it may be corduded tihat, below ma.si-
mum lift, the drag at any angle of at- O .2 -4 s -~ ~ t-o /!2 /.4 L6
tack is either reduced or not changed at “ L
alI as the Reuynolds Number is increased
Fm. 5.—D!Lewe from t.$sts at 1 atmosphere
from 170,000 to 3,500,000. There is an exception for the two thickest sections at angIes just
below the discontinuity of flow aL maximum Iift where the drag is lower at the Iower ReynoIds
hTumber. In generaI, the swde effect is smalI for efficient sections over the range of angIes
where the sections have a low profile drag.
Previous tests have been made to determine the characteristics and scaIe effecti for these
o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 /(2 1.4 f.6
c=
~G.6.—D[Lcurvesfmintestsat20atmosphem
moment coefficient about the quarter chord point
propeller sections. 11 the tw.ts covered
by References 3 and 4 the dynamic
scaIe was increased by increasing the
velocity to very high vaIues. However,
the range of Reynolds NTumbers was
not as great and the coalitions of the
tests were so different that a compar-
ison of the results here is not justified.
The tendency of the drag to in-
crease at low and negative angIes of
attack indicates a breaking away of the
flow from the lower surface of the airfoiL
Although the effect is less at the higher
Reynolds Number, it could probably
be eliminated altogether by the substi-
tution of a leading edge similar to that
of the Clark Y.
Before the modeIs were tested
s o m e o f their characteristics were
calculated from their sections. The
from the leading edge and the angle
of zero lift were calculated by a method based on Munk’s integrak and outlined in













Fm.7.-Po1ar rmd moment curves of U. S. N. P. S. 1 at dit%etit
















Fm.9.-Poku’andmoment cur~esof U. S.N, P. S. 3at difkent




Fm.8.-Po1sw andmornent curves of U. S. N. P. S. 2 at different
values of R. N.










Frc.lO.-Polar andmoment cnwssofU.S. N. P. S.4atdilTarent
values of R. S“.
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Fm. H.-PoIsF and moment curves of U. S. N. P. S. 5 at dtierent
wdues of R. N,
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FIG. 13.—Characteristic cumes of U. S. AT.P. S. I at difFerent vafnas of R. N.
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Frc. 12.—P01arand moment curves of U. S. h-. P. S. @ab diferent
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Fm. 14.-C! haracteristic currea of U. S. h-. P. S. 2 at difkens vafum of R=N.
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Fm. 18.—Charactcrfstic curws of U. S.N. P. S 6at dilkwnt WIUCSof R. N.FIG. 17.—Characteristic curves of U. S. N. P. S. 5at tlifferent ‘@ues of R. N.
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Reference 2. The results of these ca.hdations, together with the data as found from the experi-
ments, for comparison, are given in Table H. The agreement is certainly very striking if
aIIovnmce is made for the errors “of measurement and for the assumptions and approximations
made in the derivation of the theory. lt would appear from Table H that the moment coeffi-
cient, and the angle of ze~o lifi may be calculated from the ordinates of a section to an accuracy
sufficient for most engineering work. The slope of the lift curve, however, departs noticeably
from the computed values and in such a. way as to be consistent with alI other measurements
made in this t.unneI. This subjeci will be taken up in a te&nica.I note.
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TABLE I
SPECIFIED ORDIN.&TES OF UPPER SURFACE OF PROPELLER SECTIONS IN FRACTIONS OF
CHORD
Jkwer Surfaces are Flat
1
IISection ________________
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TABLE 11
COMPUTED ANGLE OF ZERO LIFT .LND MOMENT COEFFICIENT
_—
Angle of zero lift,,.
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Section No. U. S. N. P. S. 1. Test No, 176-7.
Average pressure, 1 atmos. Chord, 5 in. (12.7 cm).
.4verage dynamic pressure, 28 kg/n~~. Span, 30 in. (76.2 cm).
Average temperature, 24° C. Aspect ratio, 6.
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TABLE IV
Section No. El. S. N. P. S. 1. Test NO. lM-4.
A.Yerage pressure, 20.0 atrmos. Chord, 5 in. (12.7 era).
Average dynamic pressure, 618 kg~m~. Span, 30 in. (76.2 cm).
Average temperatur~, 35° C. Aspect ratio, 6.





































































































Section A’o. U. S. ~. P. S. 2. Teat NO. 151–2. ~
Average pressure, 1 atmos. Chord, 5 in. (12.7 cm).
.kverage dynamic pm<sure, 28.5 kg/m~. Span, 30 in. (76.2 cm).
Average temperature, 24° C. Aspect ratio, 6.
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TABLE VI
SectioDNo. U.S. N. P. S.2. Test No.151–3.
Average pressure, 20.9 c.tmos. Chord, 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Average dynamic pressure 650 kg/mz.
Average temperature, 38° C.
Sww 30 in. (6.2 cm).
Aspect ratio, 6.

































































































Section No. U. S. N. P. S. 3. Test N 152-1.
Avemgepressure, 1 atmos. Chord, in. (12.7 cm).
Average dynamic pressure, 28.4 Jig/ma. Span,3 in. (76.2 cm).
Average temperature,27° C. Aspect ratio, 6.
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TABLE VIII
Section No. U. S. N. P. S. 3. Test No. 152-2.
Average pressure, 20.6 atmos. Chord, 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Average dynamic pressure, 640 k~mz. Span, 30 in. (76.2 cm).
Average temperature, 38° C. Aspect ratio, 6.























































































Section A’o. U. S. N. P. S. 4. Test hTo. 153-1.
Average pressure, 1 atmos. Chord, 5 in. (12.7 em).
-kverage dynamic pressure, 29.34 kg/m~. Span, 30 in. (76.2 cm).
Average temperatur~, 22° C. Aspect ratio, 6.
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TABLE X
Section No. IJ. & N. P. S. 4. __ Test No. 153-2.
Average pressure, 20.3 atmos. -—chord,5 in. (12.7 cm).
Average dynamic pressure, 635 kg/mz. Span, 30 in. (76.2 em).
Average temperature, 36’ C. Aspect ratio, 6.












































































































Section No. U. S. ~. P. S. 5. Test No. 154-1.
Average pressure, 1 atmos. Chord, 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Average dynamic pressure, 28.8 kg/mZ. Span, 30 in. (76.2 cm).
Average temperature,25° C. Aspect ratio, 6.
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TABLE XII “
.
Section No. U. S. N-. P. S. 5. Test NO. 154-2.
.4verage pressure, 20.8 atmos. Chord, 5 in. (12.7 CM).
Average dynamic pressure, 643 kg/m ~. Span, 30 in. (76.2 cm).
Average temperature, 45” C. Aspect ratio, 6.



































































































































Section No. U. S. N. P.S.6. Test NO. 155-2.
Average pressure, 1 atmos. Chord, 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Average dynamic presswe, 27.3 kg,fm~. Span, 30 in. (12.7 cm].
Average temperature, 27° C.
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TABLE XIV
Section No. U. S. TN. P. S.6. Test No. 155-3.
Average pressure,20.45 atmos. Chord, 5 in. (12.7 cm).
Avemgedynamicpressure, 628kg/mi. Span, 30 in. (76.2 cm).
Average temperature,39° C. Aspeet ratio, 6.
Average Reynolds Number 3,550,000. Area, O.0968m~.
Angle of
attack
degrees
–lo.5
–9
–7.5
-6
–4.5
–3
–1.5
0
+; 5
4.5
6
Lift
coefficient
CL
– O. 006
+. 028
, 088
“%’J
.426
.517
.604
.688
.758
.853
.916
i %
1.129
1.168
1.181
1.170
L 124
—.
-“).
0.0880
.0624
.0433
.0325
.0284
.0281
.0314
.0363
.0426
.0502
.0587
.0705
.0824
.::;;
.1232
.1464
1755
:2053
.2432
Ratio
,L
D
. .
–o. 01
0.45
2.03
5.05
8.49
12.67
13.57
14.24
14.18
& ::
12:10
11.12
10.64
9.95
9.16
7.98
6.73
5.70
462
—
Moment
coefficient
CM
–o. 119
–. 077
–. 134
–. 128
–. 131
–. 075
–. 114
–. 115
–. 108
–. 102
–. 100
–. !399
–; 129
–. 083
–. 092
–. 091
–. 095
–. 113
-.112
–. 094
?.. —— .—
..-=.— --:. —=..:==,
